Abstract. We present a porous electrode model for lithium-ion batteries using Butler-Volmer reaction kinetics. We model lithium ion concentration in both the solid and fluid phase along with solid and liquid electric potential. Through asymptotic reduction, we show that the electric potentials are spatially homogeneous which decouples the problem into a series of time-dependent problems. These problems can be solved on three distinguished time scales, an early time scale where capacitance effects in the electrode dominate, a mid-range time scale where a spatial concentration gradient forms in the electrolyte, and a long-time scale where each of the electrodes saturate and deplete with lithium respectively. The solid phase concentration profiles are linear functions of time and the electrolyte potential is everywhere zero which allows the cell potential to be determined analytically. Results are compared with numerical simulations and agree favourably.
1. Introduction. Rechargeable lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) are ubiquitous in society being utilised in medical devices, mobile phones, and transportation vehicles such as cars and airplanes. LIBs currently dominate the energy storage market compared to other batteries mostly due to a long lifetime, high energy densities, and low self-discharge rates [38] . As society moves to lessen the demands on traditional energy sources and increase the demands of portable electronics, higher capacity and safer LIBs are required.
Experimental studies are crucial in improving battery performance and lifetime [20, 21, 37] . However, battery prototypes are expensive to produce since a large number of experiments are required to assess the impact of new designs. Mathematical modelling can alleviate this pressure by providing a means to identify, simulate, and simplify dominant physics in battery operation at a fraction of the cost.
Since the seminal work of Newman [26] , who pioneered continuum modelling of porous electrochemical batteries, a plethora of works have appeared that address mathematical models and their simulation to a varying degree of complexity. A full review of these results is outside the scope of this manuscript; however, recent overviews can be found in Refs. [15, 29] . Generally, theoretical developments follow three categories: (i) improved physical and electrochemical modelling [8, 9, 10, 14, 17, 18, 25, 27, 28, 35, 36] , (ii) analysis of mathematical models [30, 31] and (iii) large-scale model simulation [3, 4, 22, 33] .
Articles in (i) focus on modelling new electrochemical and physical processes or improving current models. This involves the inclusion of capacitance effects [27] , intercallation kinetics [36] , active material utilisation [8] , mechanics [6, 11] , phase separation [35] , and applying modelling results to commercial batteries. While these models often advance the understanding of battery physics, they can be cumbersome to solve and may not elucidate dominant processes during battery operation. Articles in (ii) which address model analysis have considered the asymptotic reduction of homogenised battery models in the limit of small lithium concentration in the opencircuit potential [30] and also derived appropriate Butler-Volmer boundary conditions using matched asymptotic expansions [31] . This approach attempts to identify the equations in a model which are most responsible for an observed behaviour, but often require unrealistic parameter values or have conclusions which cannot be related to practical batteries. Large-scale simulations in (iii) tend to focus on adding complexities to simple models and studying the results. These include using concentrated solution theory for the electrolyte, including temperature and compositional dependence to model parameters, and introducing different modelling domains for the solid and liquid phases. This approach tends to better address battery practicality since realistic battery parameters and geometries can be utilised. However, simulation times can be computationally expensive and little predictive insight is offered by the results.
The aim of this paper is to bridge the areas of modelling, analysis, and simulation by performing a systematic asymptotic reduction of a practical model of LIBs. The model is similar to that derived by Newman et al. [24, 25] using porous electrode theory and utilised by An et al. [4] , Li et al. [22] , and Amiribavandpour et al. [3] to study the behaviour of commercial LIBs. The simulation results of the latter two papers indicate that concentration profiles quickly settle into a steady state or evolve linearly with time and we will systematically show how this occurs. Their results depend on a specific choice of electrode geometry which seemingly contradicts the premise of porous electrode theory. Porous electrode theory is derived by assuming that microscopic processes in both solid and liquid phases can be averaged to a single bulk continuum. In contrast, Li et al. in [22] and An et al. in [4] consider a bulk continuum for the liquid phase but model the solid phase as a series of spheres throughout. We will show that the results of these authors can be obtained through proper use of porous electrode theory and that volume splitting is an unnecessary and complicated cosmetic feature.
The paper is organized as follows. We summarise the volume-averaged porous electrode model in section 2 including non-dimensionalisation. By exploiting the smallness of dimensionless parameters, we asymptotically reduce the model in section 3 and derive analytical solutions valid in a series of time regimes which describe the entire battery discharge process. The asymptotic solutions are compared against numerical simulations in section 4. A discussion of the results follows in section 5 and the paper concludes in section 6.
Model.
We consider the electrochemical processes that occur within a single cell of an LIB, as shown in Figure 1 . The cell is composed of a positive (P ) electrode, a separator (S), and a negative (N ) electrode. The cell is assumed to be two dimensional with length L and height H. The horizontal and vertical coordinates x and y are used to describe material points within the cell. The positive electrode exists on 0 ≤ x ≤ x p , the separator on x p ≤ x ≤ x n , and the negative electrode on x n ≤ x ≤ L.
The electrodes are porous and filled with an electrolyte that is able to carry ionic where X is a binding agent such as CoO 2 , Mn 2 O 4 , FePO 4 , and NiO 2 [41] . Similarly, for the negative electrode, which delithiates on discharge, we assume a reaction of the form
where a typical binding agent Y is graphite (C 6 ) [41] . The electrolyte is composed of a lithium salt in solvent and dissociates according to,
where typical examples of the anion A are PF 6 , AsF 6 , ClO 4 , and BF 4 [41] . The separator is a perforated micro-plastic so as to be electrically insulated yet allow for the flow of ions between the electodes. This separator is necessary to prevent the two electrodes from touching and causing a short circuit, which would negatively impact battery performance and potentially cause safety issues such as an explosion, of which many incidents have been reported [2] . A separator volume element can be decomposed into two subdomains corresponding to inactive solid material (Ω ia ) and void space filled with electrolyte (Ω e ).
Following the pioneering work of Newman et al. [18, 25, 24, 26 ], we will model the solid and liquid phase in the three cell components using equations for conservation of mass and charge and techniques from volume averaging [5, 13, 19, 42] . Typically, volume-averaged equations are presented without performing a systematic derivation starting from the underlying microscopic processes, two exceptions being the work of Wang and Gu [40] and Richardson et al. [30] . Since the volume-averaged equations are well utilised and studied, we only summarise them here but give a full derivation in Appendix A for posterity. We will restrict our attention to the case of isothermal battery operation. This simplification will facilitate the asymptotic analysis and allow us to identify the primary electrochemical processes that occur during battery charging and discharging.
Bulk equations.
Before presenting the volume-averaged equations, we first comment on our notation. We use i = n, p, s to denote the negative electrode, positive electrode, and separator, respectively. Thus, the notation ψ j,i represents the quantity ψ j in component i.
Volume averaging for conservation of mass and charge of the active solid phase in electrode i (see equations (A.1) and (A.2)) results in
where t is time, ∇ is the gradient operator, c a,i is the concentration of intercallated lithium ions, i a,i is the current density in the active solid phase, and Φ a,i and Φ e,i are the electric potential in the active solid and electrolyte, respectively. Furthermore, D a,i is the diffusivity of lithium ions in the active solid matrix, σ a,i is the electrical conductivity, C Γ,i is the capacitance per unit area of the solid, F is Faraday's constant, and φ a,i is the volume fraction of active solid material. The quantity g i is the surface-averaged electrochemical current that is produced at the electrode-electrolyte interface, which will be defined in subsection 2.2. Finally, the parameter a i is the specific area of active electrode material per unit volume, a i = A ae,i /V , where A ae is the surface area of the interface formed between active solid material and the electrolyte.
Similar equations follow for the fluid phase by averaging over the electrolyte volume:
Here, c L,i , D L , and µ L are the concentration, diffusivity, and mobility of lithium ions in the electrolyte, respectively. The parameter z j represents the charge of the lithium ions (z L = +1) and anions (z A = −1). The quantity N j,i corresponds to the molar flux of lithium ions (j = L) and anions (j = A) and contains contributions from Fickian diffusion and drift due to electric fields. Finally, φ e,i is the volume fraction of electrolyte, which also corresponds to the porosity of the electrode, defined as the ratio of the electrolyte volume to the total volume. Thus, 1 − φ e,i gives the total volume fraction of the solid, including both active and inactive materials.
The form of (2.5) indicates that we are using infinitely-dilute solution theory, thus avoiding the complications of multi-component mass transfer. A model where concentrated solution theory was considered appears in Ref. [22] ; however, the tabulated parameters, which are based on a commercial LIB, suggest that the solution can, in fact, be treated as dilute.
Adding (2.4c) and (2.5c) leads to
which is equivalent to (phase-averaged) conservation of charge.
We also volume average the separator equations which yields,
where the molar fluxes N j,s are given by (2.5d).
The cell voltage, ∆V , is determined as the difference in the potentials in the solid phase of the positive electrode at x = 0 and negative electrode at x = L,
Reaction Kinetics.
We have yet to prescribe the electrochemical kinetics that model the reaction currents g i at the solid-electrolyte interfaces. Following Refs. [9, 14, 24, 25 ], we will use Butler-Volmer type kinetics, which have the form
where R is the ideal gas constant, T a is the ambient temperature, and η i is the surface overpotential [24, page 211],
with U i the non-dimensional open-circuit potential. Each exponential term in (2.9) represents a contribution of current both into and out of the electrode, referred to as anodic and cathodic reaction currents. The parameter β i < 1 is a symmetry factor and represents the possibility that one reaction current direction is favoured over another. Furthermore, j 0,i is the exchange current density and we will take it to have the form, 
2.3. Boundary and initial conditions. We first consider the boundaries between the electrodes and separator located at x = x p and x = x n . The electrolyte is free to flow between the voids of the electrodes and separator. Therefore, we require the concentration and molar flux of lithium ions and the current density in the electrolyte, as well as the electrolyte potential, to be continuous. This yields the conditions
where n is the unit normal vector. Note that (2.13c) is equivalent to continuity of molar flux of anion once (2.13b) is taken into consideration. We can decouple the boundary conditions for liquid concentration and electrolyte potential by combining (2.13b) and (2.13c) yielding
(φ e,i ∇Φ e,i − φ e,s ∇Φ e,s ) · n =0, x = x p , x n ; (2.13f) which will be useful when solving the reduced model. The volume fractions appearing in (2.13) account for differences in the porosity of each material and arise from the process of averaging the microscopic boundary conditions. The solid component of the separator is electrically inactive and therefore no current can pass through it. Thus, the molar flux of lithium ions and the current must be zero at the separator-electrode interfaces,
The electrode surfaces at x = 0 and x = L are in contact with current collectors which enable electric charge to be injected into and extracted from the cell during charging and discharging. We focus on the case of battery discharging and therefore assume that a current density of i app is being drawn from the positive electrode. This leads to the boundary condition φ a,p i a,p · n = −i app , x = 0, (2.15) where the negative sign on the right-hand side indicates a discharge process. Although (2.15) is commonly used in LIB models [4, 3, 22, 41] , we will see that it yields unphysical behaviour near the end of the discharging processes because the finite capacity of the electrodes should prevent a fixed current i app from being sustained.
Without loss of generality, we can set the electrolyte potential in the negative electrode to zero at the electrode-collector interface, leading to
The current collectors are impermeable and therefore the molar fluxes, and hence the current, of the electrolyte must vanish at the electrode-collector interfaces,
Note that, similar to before, the conditions in (2.17) can be combined to obtain
which will be used in place of (2.17c). It will be shown in section 3 that boundary conditions at the top and bottom of the cell are not required once the model is asymptotically reduced.
The applied current i app appearing in (2.15) is often given in terms of the C-rate which is a measure of how much a battery's capacity has been used in one hour. For example, if a battery is rated as 1 Ah, the standard unit of capacity, then a 1C rate would correspond to a current of 1 A while a 0.5C and 2C rate would correspond to 0.5 A and 2 A and a charge/discharge time of 2 hours and 30 minutes respectively. Taking this into consideration we will define the applied current as,
with I the C-rate and i 0 (A m −2 ) the normal operating current density provided by the device. This current is given by
where I app is the draw current at a discharge rate of 1C and A cell is the area of the electrode.
The initial concentrations are assumed to be spatially uniform and given by c a,i (x, 0) = c a0,i and c L,i (x, 0) = c L0 . The electric potentials satisfy Φ e,i (x, 0) = 0 and Φ a,i (x, 0) = (RT a /F )U i with U i defined as the non-dimensional open-circuit potential (2.12). The initial potential allocation is consistent with the grounding condition on Φ e,n .
Non-dimensionalisation.
The model is written in dimensionless form by introducing characteristic scales for all of the variables. These scales are obtained by considering the physics of battery operation. Before doing so, we note that the material parameters are assumed to be independent of composition. Valøen and Reimers [39] measured the diffusivity and ionic conductivity as a function lithium salt concentration and showed that neither parameter changes its order of magnitude. We define a common porosity φ e,n = φ e,p = φ e for the two electrodes.
The coordinates are written in terms of the cell length and height by letting x = Lx , x i = Lx i , and y = Hy , where primes are used to denote dimensionless quantities. Battery operation requires a continuous flow of lithium ions between the electrodes. The dominant mechanism of lithium transport in the separator is diffusion through the electrolyte (this will be verified below). Thus, time is non-dimensionalised using the time scale of lithium diffusion in the electrolyte, t = (L 2 /D L )t . The normal operating current i 0 defines a natural scale for the current densities in the model. Thus we write i a,i = i 0 i a,i and i e,i = i 0 i e,i . The concentrations are written in terms of the deviation from their initial value using a characteristic scale ∆c = (i 0 L)/(F D L ) that captures the change in composition due to electrochemical reactions, leading to c a,i − c a0,i = (∆c)c a,i and c L,i − c L0 = (∆c)c L,i . The applied current at the electrodes drives the electrochemistry which, in turn, sets the scale for the electric potential through the Butler-Volmer kinetics (2.11). The electric potentials are therefore written as Φ a,i = (RT a /F )Φ a,i , Φ e,i = (RT a /F )Φ e,i , and η i = (RT a /F )η i , which make the exponents in the Butler-Volmer kinetics O (1) in magnitude. The electrochemical current g i is written as g i = g 0,i g i , where g 0,i is defined as
which comes from non-dimensionalising the Butler-Volmer kinetics (2.11) .
Assuming that the porosity of each domain is constant, the dimensionless bulk equations for the active solid components of the electrodes are given by (upon dropping the primes)
where the gradient has been redefined as
and the dimensionless parameters
denote the aspect ratio of the cell (α), the ratio of lithium diffusivity in the active solid to the diffusivity in the separator electrolyte (D i ), the relative electrical resitivity of the electrodes (ν a,i ), the dimensionless scale of the electrochemical current (G i ), and the dimensionless surface capacitance (C i ).
The bulk equations governing the electrolyte in the electrodes are
and the dimensionless numbers
denote the ratio of anion diffusivity to lithium diffusivity (D A ), the relative electical resistivity of the electrolyte (ν e ), the relative lithium mobility (θ), and the relative change in the concentration of lithium ions in the electrolyte (γ), with
being the (dimensional) ionic conductivity.
Finally, the bulk equations for the electrolyte in the separator are given by
The reaction-diffusion equations for the concentration of the lithium ions in the electrolyte given by (2.25a) and (2.25a) can be simplified by eliminating their dependence on the gradient in electric potential using (2.25b) and (2.28b), resulting in
where R = 1 − θ(1 − D A ) is sometimes referred to as a retarded diffusion coefficient and has applications in chemical adsorption [12, page 422] . Equation (2.29b) confirms that diffusion is indeed the dominant mechanism of lithium transport in the separator. We will replace (2.25a) and (2.28a) with (2.29a) and (2.29b), respectively.
The non-dimensional overpotential becomes
where U i and V i are defined as
which represent the constant and composition-dependent contributions to the opencircuit potential, respectively. The dimensionless numbers
represent the different relative initial concentrations of lithium. The ratio of solid lithium to the maximal value is defined as the state of charge and ξ i is the initial state of charge, a common variable for initial battery parameterisation. The nondimensional Butler-Volmer kinetics can be written as
The dimensionless boundary conditions at the positive electrode-collector interface are
Similarly, the boundary conditions at the electrode-separator interfaces are
The conditions at the negative electrode-collector interface are
Finally, the initial conditions are given by c a,i (x, 0) = 0, c L,i (x, 0) = 0, Φ e,i (x, 0) = 0, and Φ a,i (x, 0) = log(U i ).
Numerical method.
We need to simulate the model (2.22), (2.25), and (2.28) subject to boundary conditions (2.34). In order to write the system as an initial value problem, we rearrange the capacitance contribution to be
where we have defined
There is no explicit initial value problem for the individual potentials Φ a,i and Φ e,i . However, the potentials are related through the conservation of charge condition (2.6), which, upon discretisation, yields a system of differential algebraic equations (DAEs). We define a vector
T for the variables used in the initial value problem and
T for those with algebraic constraints. We begin by discretising the spatial derivatives using finite differences which yields
T ; I is the identity matrix; and the vector b, as well as matrices A and B, are constant. The matrix C L is defined as
Derivations of these matrices and further discretisation details are summarised in Appendix B for the one-dimensional spatial problem which will be the focus of simulations since we will take α 1. The initial value problem is then solved using fully implicit backward Euler as a time-stepping method.
3. Asymptotic reduction. Physical constants for different batteries are presented throughout the literature [3, 22, 27, 30] and generally result in all of the parameters in (2.24), (2.26), and (2.32) being small except for D A , G i , ξ i , δ i , and U i . The order one assumptions for δ i and ξ i are generally only true for the initially lithiated electrode. Examples of some of the actual physical parameters demonstrating the correct order of magnitudes for non-dimensional parameters can be found in Appendix D.
Using the parameter sizes considered above, the model is naturally reduced by neglecting all parameters which are less than O (1) in size. Taking the limit as α → 0 enables the dimensionality of the model to be reduced and the y dependence of the variables to be removed. Furthermore, we can set D i → 0 in (2.22a) as the noflux conditions for c a,i given by (2.34c), (2.34g), and (2.34l) are consistent with the spatially uniform initial condition so boundary layers are avoided. Taking ν e → 0 in (2.25b) and (2.28b) shows that the electrolyte potential Φ e,i is constant in space and through the continuity and grounding conditions (2.34i) and (2.34j) must be zero everywhere, Φ e,i ≡ 0. Similarly, taking ν a,i → 0 in (2.22b) shows that the active solid potential is constant in space. Finally, although C i and γ are small, setting them to zero leads to singular limits representing distinguished time regimes which we study using matched asymptotic expansions. The singular limit for C i arises because it is multiplying a time derivative of the potential marking an early time regime where capacitance effects are relevant. The singular limit for γ is less obvious but arises from (2.31) and (2.33b), which suggest the possibility of a regime where the concentrations are O γ −1 in size, corresponding to the depletion/saturation of lithium in the electrodes.
Retaining the parameters C i and γ in the reduced one-dimensional model, the bulk equations become
for the electrodes and
for the separator. Governing equations for the electrolyte current are not required as the one-dimensional charge conservation condition (2.6) can be integrated to find that φ a,i i a,i + φ e,i i e,i = −I (3.3)
in each of the cell components, where the boundary conditions (2.34a), (2.34b), (2.34h), and (2.34k) have been used. The Butler-Volmer kinetics are given by (2.31) and (2.33) with a reduced overpotential η i = Φ a,i − log(U i V i ).
The boundary conditions for the reduced model are given by
The initial conditions are c a,i = c L,i = Φ e,i = 0, Φ a,n = log(U n ), and Φ a,p = log(U p ).
We now proceed to solve the model using asymptotic methods. Our approach exploits the fact that, based on singular limits for C i and γ, there are three key regimes that occur during battery discharge. First, there is a small-time regime, given by t = O (C i ), that captures the rapid formation of double charging layers at the electrode-electrolyte interfaces due to the instantaneous application of current to the cell. In the first regime, capacitance effects play a key role and composition changes are negligible. In the second time regime, defined by t = O (1), capacitance effects become negligible. Electrochemical reactions lead to O (1) changes in the concentration of intercallated lithium ions in the electrodes and diffusive transport begins in the electrolyte. In the third and final regime, given by t = O γ −1 , the electrodes become fully saturated and depleted of lithium, corresponding to a drained battery.
3.1. First regime: double charging layer. The first regime is captured by choosing a time scale that balances both terms on the right-hand side of (3.1b). Typically [22, 33] , the material properties are such that C n C p , leading to two sub-regimes that must be considered. Thus, we first calculate solutions for t = O (C n ) and then focus on the case when t = O (C p ).
In the first subregime, we let t = C nt in (3.1) and (3.2). Upon taking C n → 0 and γ → 0 with c a,
Thus, the concentrations remain unchanged from their initial value: c L,i ≡ 0 and c a,i ≡ 0. The solid potential in the positive electrode is Φ a,p ≡ log(U p ). For the negative electrode, we find
Since g n is now solely a function of time, (3.6) can be integrated in space using (3.4a) and (3.4d) to yield a differential equation for the overpotential η n = Φ a,n − log U n given by
where η n (0) = 0, from which the electrode potential Φ a,n can be obtained. Using the initial condition, we see that dη n /dt > 0 whent = 0. Thus, the potential in the negative electrode will increase in time until it reaches a steady state η * n given by
When β n = 1/2, which is often considered in other models and corresponds to symmetric anodic and cathodic reactions, an implicit solution to (3.7) can be obtained (see Appendix C). Using (2.8), the cell potential in this sub-regime, ∆V n I , is ∆V n I = log U p − η n − log U n , (3.9) with η n computed from (3.7).
The next capacitance sub-regime can by analysed by letting t = C pť and taking C p → 0 and γ → 0 with c a,i = O (1) and c L,i = O (1), which still leaves the concentrations unchanged and results in the electrode kinetics
which have come from integrating (3.1b) as once again g i is space independent. Equation (3.10a) prescribes a steady potential in the negative electrode phase, η n (ť) ≡ η * n , which matches to that in the previous sub-regime. The initial condition for (3.10b) is also obtained by matching to the solution in the previous sub-regime, which yields η p (0) = Φ a,p (0) − log U p = 0. Equation (3.10b) describes a decreasing potential in the positive electrode to a steady state given by
As before, analytical solutions for η p and η * p can be obtained when β p = 1/2. The cell potential in this region, ∆V p I , is ∆V
where η * n is given by (3.8) and η p is determined by (3.10b). 3.2. Second regime: diffusion in liquid. We now move on to the second regime where t = O (1). Matching to the solutions in the first regime implies that the concentrations c a,i and c L,i must be O (1) in magnitude. Thus, we can take γ → 0 to show that g i remains independent of space. Equation (3.1b) can be integrated as in subsection 3.1 and the limits C i → 0 can be taken to obtain
which automatically match to the solutions for the overpotential in the first regime. The cell voltage in this region, ∆V II , is given by
and is constant in time. We also have that the active solid current densities are given by
which we can substitute into (3.1a) for each of the electrodes to get that the intercallated lithium-ion concentrations are
In deriving (3.17a), we have used the fact that for all time, which arises from the no-flux boundary conditions at the electrodecollector interfaces and continuity of flux across the electrode-separator interfaces, implying that the total concentration of lithum in the electrolyte is a conserved quantity.
3.3. Third regime: electrode saturation/depletion. The linear growth and decay of the concentration of intercallated lithium in (3.16) necessitates a large-time regime where the finite capacity of the electrodes must be taken into consideration. Mathematically, this means capturing the composition dependence of the ButlerVolmer kinetics (2.33). In the first and second regimes, this dependence could be removed by taking the limit as γ → 0 with c a,i = O (1). We now account for large changes in c a,i which alter the details of this limit.
An examination of the expression for g i given by (2.33) shows that the composition dependence becomes relevant when the concentrations c a,i become O γ −1 in size. From (3.16), this concentration scale corresponds to a time scale of t = O γ −1 . Thus, in the third regime, we write t = γ −1t and c a,i = γ −1ĉ a,i . There is no need to rescale the concentration of lithium in the electrolyte since matching to the second regime implies c L,i = O (1). With this scaling, it is then possible to take C i → 0 and γ → 0 as before. The limit γ → 0 removes the dependence of g i on c L,i , however the dependence onĉ a,i is retained. The matching conditions forĉ a,i are given bŷ
ast ∼ 0, which imply thatĉ a,i and hence g i will be independent of space for all time. The same procedure as in the first and second times can then be used to obtain solutions in the third regime. The concentrations of intercallated lithium are given by (3.19) , the concentration of lithum ions in the electrolyte is constant in time and given by (3.17a), and the current densities are those in (3.15). The electrode kinetics can be written in terms of the concentrations as
a,p ) exp(−β pηp ), (3.20b) whereη i = Φ a,i − log U i . An examination of (3.20) reveals that the overpotentialη i becomes singular at finite concentrations given bŷ
These are precisely the non-dimensional variants of the two limiting (dimensional) concentrations, c a,i = 0 and c a,i = c max a,i , respectively. At first appearance, it seems the physically infeasible unbounded growth and decay of the concentration of intercallated lithium has not been resolved as the solutions (3.19) indicate that the linear dependence on time persists. However, in consideration of the limits in (3.21), finite-time blow-up occurs in the electric potential as these terminal concentrations are approached. In the negative electrode,ĉ a,n decreases so (3.21a) gives the terminal value ofĉ a,n . Similarly, (3.21b) gives the limiting value for c a,p . Using (3.19), the terminal concentrations in (3.21) correspond to blow-up times given byt
Physically, the finite-time blow-up corresponds to a failure of the model where a constant discharge/charge current i app is no longer feasible as previously discussed in section 2. The battery stops operating at t c = min{t n ,t p } (3.23) and the cell voltage in this regime, ∆V III , is given by ∆V III =η p + log U p −η n − log U n , (3.24) whereη i comes from solving (3.20) with the time-dependent concentrations given by (3.16). Finite-time blow-up is rarely mentioned in other models as simulations are typically terminated based on a threshold value of the cell potential [22] .
Comparison with numerics.
We now wish to compare the asymptotic reduction from section 3 to simulations of the full model to assess the accuracy of our approach. We take D A = G n = G p = I = R = 1 as these have been assumed to be O (1) in size. By choosing I > 0, we are simulating a discharge process. We also take β i = 1/2 assuming symmetry in the anodic and cathodic current. For the small parameters, we take D n = D p = γ = ν s = ν e = C n = 10 −2 . We also take U p = U n = 2 since log U i appears throughout and we wish to avoid log U i = 0 in order to observe the effects of the open-circuit potential. We take C p = 0.1 in order to satisfy C n C p 1 and explicitly showcase the two capacitance sub-regimes. For symmetry, we consider x p = 0.34 and x n = 0.67 so that each domain takes up approximately a third of the battery cell and also take θ = 0.5 so that the effective charge is carried equally by lithium and the electrolytic salt. Since the porosity of electrodes is quite small, we take φ e = φ e,s = 0.33 and also assume that half of the volume is occupied by active material, i.e. φ a,i = 0.5. Due to our consideration of a discharge process, we will assume that the negative electrode is mostly saturated in lithium while the positive electrode is depleted. Specifically we will arbitrarily assume that ξ n = 0.9 while ξ p = 0.05 consistent with a discharge process. By definition of ξ i and δ i in (2.32), the ratio ξ p /ξ n = δ n /δ p must be held constant. Therefore, we fix δ p = 1 which restricts δ n = 5.56 × 10 −2 . The parameters chosen for simulation are consistent in magnitude with real batteries and the size of the small parameters (10 −2 ) is chosen as the largest from those in Table 3 which lists realistic battery parameters from other literature. For all simulations, we take 50 interior cell-centres in each of the three domains and compute until time-step convergence issues due to the finite-time blow-up induced by (3.22) . For the parameters chosen, this occurs at the non-dimensional time t = 297 following (3.23) which corresponds to t n .
We first demonstrate the spatial independence of the solid lithium concentrations in the electrodes in Figure 2 . The heat map demonstrates a uniform pattern across the entire spatial domain for all times. We take the spatial average of the solid phase concentrations,
and plot them against the asymptotic expressions for concentration (3.16) in Figure 3 .
Numerical and asymptotic predictions of the steady-state concentration of lithium ions in the electrolyte are given in Figure 4 . The simulation data is taken at the final time t = 297. However, the steady-state profile is numerically achieved within a few time steps consistent with the O (1) time analysis. The asymptotic prediction is given by (3.17a).
We next plot the most relevant curve from an operational standpoint, the discharge curve. This is a plot of the cell potential (2.8) over the time span of discharge and captures the effects at all of the time regimes analysed. The simulated data is compared to each of the asymptotic potentials (3.9), (3.12), (3.14), and (3.24) in Figure 5a . We also plot the simulated data compared to the composite solution in Figure 5b . The composite solution is computed by summing the cell potentials (3.9), (3.12), (3.14), and (3. For a given battery, the primary (dimensionless) parameter that can be varied is the C-rate, I, defined by (2.19) . Therefore, we demonstrate the robustness of the asymptotic reduction to this parameter in Figure 6 for the C-rates, 0.1, 10, 50, and 100. Recall from the discussion surrounding (2.19) that a high (low) C-rate corresponds to a high (low) discharge current. We see that the quantitative agreement is excellent for C-rates up to 10 with discrepancies appearing when I = 50. However, the qualitative agreement that is observed when I = 100 indicates the persistence of the regimes identified by the asymptotic analysis, suggesting there has been no change in the dominant physical mechanisms taking place during battery discharge.
The onset of discrepancies between the asymptotic and numerical solutions in Figure 6 can be understood by noticing that increasing I is equivalent to increasing i 0 in the non-dimensional numbers (2.24) and (2.26). Thus, the failure of the asymptotic model around I = 50 is unsurprising because it leads to ν i and γ becoming O (1) in magnitude. This has implications throughout the whole reduction as we have assumed that (i) concentration variations are negligible on the small capacitance time scale and (ii) electrode saturation occurs on a time scale that is large compared to the diffusive time scale. If I is large, then assumption (i) may be violated as ∂i a,i /∂x 1 may fail to be true and (3.5) will no longer be valid. The large-time saturation assumption (ii) will fail because the time for blow-up t c ∼ γ −1 I will become O (1) in magnitude. Thus, the second and third regimes will become indistinguishable, with electrode saturation occurring before or while the concentration of lithium in the electrolyte approaches its steady-state profile. The same issues do not occur for I 1 as this only further distinguishes the three time limits, thereby increasing the accuracy of the reduction. Both high and low C-rate charges and discharges are important. Low C-rate discharges allow for accurate measurements of open-circuit voltages [32] . High C-rate charges are important for fast-charging mobile phones and electric vehicles. However, it is known that these high rates can lead to battery degradation and capacity fade. Therefore, further modelling and analysis in this regime is warranted [7] . Figures 2 to 6 clearly demonstrate excellent agreement between the asymptotic theory and simulation. The asymptotic reduction is simple and elegant due mostly to the spatial independence of the electric potential owing to ν i 1, which allows the problem to be decoupled. We are able to show that the solid-phase lithium concentration is always a linear function of time, reproducing the numerical results of Li et al. [22] . Although we focused on Butler-Volmer reaction kinetics, the theoretical framework developed here can be applied to non-standard reaction chemistry with open-circuit potentials which have been obtained from curve fitting [23] .
Discussion. The results in
The asymptotic reduction elucidates the dominant physical mechanisms that occur during battery operation. Diffusive transport throughout the electrolyte is crucial for maintaining a relatively uniform concentration of lithium ions in space and time, allowing lithiation and delithation of the electrodes to be sustained. Diffusion of intercallated lithium is negligible, resulting in reaction-dominated kinetics in the solid phase of the electrodes. The linear dependence of the concentration of intercallated lithium on time is a reflection of Faraday's law of electrolysis, which states that the change in composition of an electrode is proportional to the amount of electricity generated or used. We also find that capacitance plays a key role in moderating the electrical response of the cell to sharp changes in the applied current.
Capacitive dynamics are seldom considered in LIB models, despite the fact that practical battery use may involve current pulses of short duration, where the battery response is dominated by capacitance effects [22, 27] . Incorporating capacitive dynamics into large-scale numerical solvers must be done with care, as sophisticated time-stepping schemes are required to correctly capture rapid changes that occur on the capacitive time scale along with the normal operational changes that occur on larger time scales such as those associated with diffusion.
Recent large-scale simulations of LIBs [3, 4, 22, 33] consider pseudo-volume averaged models whereby standard volume-averaged quantities appear in equations for the electrolyte phase and the solid phase is modelled explicitly as a series of spheres of radius r at every value of x. The radial diffusive problem is solved in each sphere subject to a flux condition at the surface depending on the electrolyte problem. This approach, which considers a 1 + 1D system, is a contradiction of the assumptions of volume averaging whereby the entire porous media is effectively homogenised considering elementary volumes which contain equal and similar portions of solid and fluid volume. The 1 + 1D approach leads to potentially spurious results such as non-zero concentration gradients at the battery edges [22] . Our approach uses traditional volume averaging where the solid phase is part of the same continuum as the electrolyte but with a set volume fraction. Many of the results we obtain, such as solid concentrations being a linear function of time and the electrolyte concentration being monotonic across the battery domain, are similar to those observed in papers that employ the 1 + 1D approach [4, 22] . Therefore, splitting the solid and liquid domains, aside from being potentially incorrect, is an unnecessary over-complication. Interestingly, however, the standard volume averaging used here will also produce an effective 1 + 1D effect if a regular perturbation expansion in γ is employed. A correction in γ to the open-circuit potential term V i given by (2.31) will include the leading-order solution for the liquid potential which will introduce a spatial dependence in the next-order problems. However, as the results clearly demonstrate, this correction and 1 + 1D effect are not required to obtain accurate solutions.
We have demonstrated that large-scale simulations are generally not necessary. Since the asymptotic solutions are determined analytically, they can vastly speedup prototyping as results can be quickly computed for a variety of parameters and compared to measured quantities. Battery designs that fail to fit with the model may indicate the importance of modelling physics which are not presented here. Indeed, as battery material research advances, the electronic and mechanical properties of electrodes will need to be integrated into electrochemical models. For example, recent research [20, 37] has shown that the structure of nanowire-based electrodes can have an important impact on battery capacity and electrolyte interactions. As new physics are introduced into models, the computational times of large-scale simulations will rapidly increase. The use of simpler models obtained through a systematic reduction can make accurate computations more feasible, thereby accelerating the development of future battery technologies.
6. Conclusions. Overall, we have considered a simple electrochemical model for lithium-ion batteries. Using the fact that reaction kinetics dominate electrical effects (ν i 1), we have shown that cell voltage behaviour can be understood through a sequence of asymptotics regimes which elucidate simple underlying physical processes. Furthermore, these asymptotic regimes are likely to presist should features such as concentrated solution theory, concentration-dependent parameters, and sepa-rate liquid and solid geometries be incorporated into the model. The simplicity of the asymptotically reduced model will make it an appealing tool for battery scientists and engineers. Despite the emphasis on battery application, we have maintained generality so that a similar problem reduction may be amendable to other electrochemical systems with comparable features.
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Appendix A. Model Derivation. Traditionally, equations are presented in a volume-averaged form without derivation from the underlying microscopic equations. For posterity then, we now present the full conservation of mass and charge model for each phase which are volume averaged and presented in subsection 2.1 of the main article.
The volume averaging proceeds by first defining representative elementary volumes Ω = Ω a + Ω ia + Ω e containing domains of active solid material, inactive solid material, and the electrolyte respectively. The microscopic model is then formulated in terms of equations which hold on each subdomain of the electrodes and separator. Details on volume averaging including the conditions on selecting an appropriate representative volume can be found in Refs. [42, 5, 13, 19] .
A.1. Electrode Model. Lithium exists in a solid matrix of active material as intercallated particles which fit into the lattice spacing of the solid electrode material. They diffuse through the active material until they reach the solid-liquid interface where current will cause an electron to leave and be carried by the electrode and a lithium ion will emerge into the liquid volume. If an opposite current is applied then the process is reversed and lithium ions enter the solid as intercallated lithium and diffuse throughout. The conservation of mass of a concentration of intercallated lithium, c a,i (mol m −3 ), in the active material takes the form
is the diffusion coefficient of intercallated lithium. The current in the active phase is given by Ohm's law,
where i a,i (A m −2 ) is the active phase current density, σ a,i (S m −1 ) is the electrical conductivity of the medium, and Φ a,i is the active phase potential (V). Finally in the active phase, we impose conservation of charge, which leads to
The equations for the active phase hold on each of the electrodes and parameters such as D a,i and σ a,i can be, and usually are, different for each of the two electrodes.
The liquid phase has two mobile charged species: the lithium ions, with concentration c L,i (mol m 
A secondary consequence of charge neutrality is that c L,i = c A,i which, due to a global conservation of mass, must also equal the concentration of the solvent. In writing the flux N i,i in the form (A.4), we have implicitly assumed ideal conditions such as an infinitely-dilute electrolyte. Otherwise, components such as the electrolyte potential are difficult to define and instead one considers a multi-component mass transfer such as in [24, Chapter 12] . Furthermore, the dilute assumption is convenient for selecting the correct scales.
We will now consider boundary conditions between the active and liquid phase. Anions cannot enter the active solid,
Secondly, intercallated lithium that leaves the active solid phase enters the electrolyte phase and so there is a global conservation of mass and therefore, at the boundary, the mass fluxes must satisfy,
However, we still need to provide a condition for the mass flux out of the solid itself and we do this by analysing the surface charge. While electroneutrality occurs in the bulk of each phase, there are two contributing sources to boundary charge transfer. Firstly there are the electrochemical reactions at the electrode surface which transforms the intercallated lithium to ions and secondly there is an electric double layer which forms near the electrode surface that induces current because of a change in surface charge. We are considering electrode reactions of the form .11) where N f j,i , with j = a, L, are the Faradaic mass fluxes and g i is the electrochemical current generated by the reactions. Following, for example, Newman and Tiedemann [25] and Newman and Thomas-Alyea [24, pg. 522] , the surface charge conservation satisfies
where q a,i is the solid surface charge density. Due to electroneutrality, q a,i = −F c Γ,i , where c Γ,i is the liquid surface charge density of lithium ions. If we define C Γ,i (F m −2 ) as the capacitance per unit area then the solid surface charge satisfies q a,i = −C Γ,i (Φ a,i − Φ e,i ) and the mass flux becomes
where we note that the flux condition (A.9) is satisfied. The closure condition is that the mass flux out of the solid must provide the solid current density, .14) and this must also be equal to the electrolyte current in order to have continuity of current densities,
A.2. Separator Model. The separator, like the electrode, is also a porous media but with the caveat that there is no mass transport in the solid phase which exists to electrically insulate the electrodes from one another. Therefore, we can write down conservation of mass and electroneutrality as
The boundary conditions for mass flux are,
A.3. Boundary Conditions. We now need to apply boundary conditions to the full model geometry in Figure 1 . Firstly, at the separator-electrolyte boundaries, we will enforce continuity of concentration and fluxes in the liquid phase, .18) and for the active solid phase that there is no flux of intercallated lithium into the separator,
The normal vector here refers to the outer normal of the macroscale area in Figure 1 . We also stipulate that i a,i · n = 0, (i e,i − i e,s ) · n = 0, x = x p and x = x n , (A. 20) so that solid carries no current as it leaves the electrodes and that the electrolyte current densities are continuous across the interface. At x = 0 we will apply a current to the solid phase only, i a,p · n = i app , i e,p · n = 0; x = 0, (A. 21) while at the edge of the other electrode we apply a grounding condition and also stipulate that the current is carried entirely by the solid, Φ e,n = 0, i e,n · n = 0;
We define the volumes of each P , S, and N in Figure 1 as Ω P , Ω S , and Ω N respectively and then let the global external boundary be denoted ∂Ω P ∪S∪N . On this boundary we will apply no mass flux of any species,
A.4. Volume averaging. The model as posed can now be volume averaged. We define the volume average and intrinsic volume average of a quantity ψ as
respectively, where V i is the volume of domain Ω i . The equations that result are those that appear in section 2. In deriving these equations, have assumed the that variation with respect to the volume average is zero so as to not pick up additional anisotropic tensor terms. Secondly, each variable is intrinsically volume averaged over the active solid material which is in slight contrast to other literature where currents are left as volume averages over the entire volume. These two averages can easily be connected by the relation,
We consider a one-dimensional variant of (2.22), (2.25), and (2.28) since α 1. Before discretising, we will simplify the problem by removing the explicit current dependence via (2.22b) and (2.25b) for each of the electrodes and (2.28b) and (2.28c) for the separator. The resulting initial value problem is
for each electrode and
for the separator. There are no explicit time derivatives present for Φ e,i and Φ a,i which instead are constrained through other means. The constraint for the solid potential is simply,
while the constraint for Φ e,i comes from integrating the global charge conservation (2.6). Doing so and using the boundary conditions yields φ a,i i a,i + φ e i e,i = −I.
One again eliminating currents furnishes the additional constraint on Φ e,i ,
where we note that the condition for the separator excludes a solid phase potential term. The boundary conditions for this problem are
where [·] is the jump across an interface. The initial conditions are c a,i = c L,i = Φ e,i = 0 and ψ i = Φ a,i = log U i . B.1. Domain Discretisation. The battery problem has three domains, Ω p = {x|x ∈ [0, x p ]}, Ω s = {x|x ∈ [x p , x n ]}, and Ω n = {x|x ∈ [x n , 1]}. We prescribe N points in each domain (we take N = 49 in section 4 of the main text) using a cellcentered grid with spacing h p = x p /(N + 1) in Ω p , h s = (x n − x s )/(N + 1) in Ω s and h n = (1 − x n )/(N + 1) in Ω n . We spatially discretise (B.1) using central differences, i.e. if we denote the approximation of u(x k+1/2 ) by u k+1/2 then T with
to separate the explicit time-dependent and algebraically constrained problems. The discrete version of (B.1) then becomes
where I is the identity matrix and A, B, and C L are defined as 
where e L = [1, 0, . . . , 0]
T , e R = [0, . . . , 0, 1] T , and e is a vector of all ones. Note that in (B.12) derivative and continuity matrices include the volume fraction φ e,i where appropriate.
Appendix C. Implicit Solution for η i when β = 1/2. In subsection 3.1, we showed that the overpotential in the negative electrode comes from solving (3.7) and that this could be solved analytically when β n = 1/2. If we take this to be true then a first integral of (3.7) reveals The discrepency between (C.2) and (C.5) is due to simplification of logarithms based on the sign of the argument.
Appendix D. Parameter values.
Typical parameters for physical constants of the volume-averaged cell model (2.4), (2.5), and (2.7) are are given in Table 1 and Table 2 .
Some of the parameters listed have been adapted or computed based on certain assumptions and we now outline the details of that procedure. Firstly, we assume the Nernst-Einstein relation applies [24] ,
consistent with other literature [41, 22, 3] . The parameter θ appearing in (2.25) is the transference number and is a measure of the efficacy of a particular ion as a carrier charge. Using the transference number θ = 0.363 given by Ref. [3] we can use the definition of θ in (2.26) and the mobility equation (D.1) to determine that the diffusivity and mobility of the anion A are D A = 4.56 × 10 −10 m 2 s −1 and µ A = 1.84 × 10 −13 m 2 mol J −1 s −1 respectively. Using equation (2.27) we get that the ionic conductivity is σ e = 3.22 S m −1 consistent with orders of magnitude in Refs. [3, 34] .
The chemical rate constants in the local current density (2.11) are often not provided individually but instead as a ratio or product. For example, in Li et al. [22] , is provided. This value would be sufficient to use in our model if the rate constants were only needed for Butler-Volmer kinetics; however, the rate constants also appear in the open-circuit potential in the definition of U i . Therefore, a reference value of the open-circuit potential is required to determine K a,i and K L,i . However, we will avoid computing these and directly useĈ i and U i instead. Typically, the open circuit potential of a battery is fitted based on its initial state of charge, ξ * i (see Refs. [22, 33] ). Using a reference value U −1 , we can compute U i as,
Safari and Delacourt [33] fit the open-circuit potential of each electrode for an ANR266450m1A battery (see Ref. [1] ). Using their data, we determine U Table 2 .
The non-dimensional numbers corresponding to the parameter values in Table 1  and Table 2 are in Table 3 and their sizes are consistent with the assertions in section 3. It may seem alarming at first that U p is so large, however it only appears with a logarithm in which case log U p ∼ 10 2 . This may still be large but is considered order one for the purposes of discussion here. Furthermore, in practice open-circuit potentials are often curve fitted with battery data and U ref i
is not easily defined [33] making it a less reliable parameter than others. 
